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Abstract: In this paper, we present new approaches to evaluate transportation management
schemes. Three traffic management schemes are evaluated for improving transportation
network efficiency in different ways; 1) increasing road capacity, 2) levying congestion toll, 3)
increasing running speed of transit system. To assess the schemes, we developed an integrated
model considering the transfer behavior between auto and transit. From the preliminary results
with an example network, Case 1) improves the network condition (or reduces congestion)
stightly, but leads to chaoge the mode choice pattem from transit to auto significantly, Case 2)
also improves the system efficiency and the running speed of road network, but the
generalized cost of users in network increases slightly. On the other hand, Case 3) reduces the
generalized cost of usen and improves the network condition. These results imply that Case 3)
is the best scheme for improving transportation network and is beneficial to road users as well
as system manager.

Key words: Transportati6n management schemes, lntegrated model, Combined model,
Transfer

l.INTRODUCTION

Recently many researchers have studied in transportation management schemes for
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) environment. It is difficult to define what system
management scheme is optimal. In transportation network managemen! two different
objectives have always conflicted with each other. One is, in supply side, to maximize the
existing network capacity and to minimize the travel time consumed in transportation network.
Another is, in demand side, to reach the user equilibrium state proposed by Wardrop(1952).
These two objectives represent totally different states and produce conflicting flow patterns in
transportation network. But the optirnal system management schemes controlled by traffic
authorities should satisfy these two objectives simultaneously as possible.

As the complexity in traveler's behavior on road network has been increased, we have been
confronted with the need for analysis method that is more flexible and robust than
conventional approaches. One of the complexities, the transfer behavior of passengers on the
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way to their destinations is more complex and difficult to be modeled. The reason is stemmed
from the fact that overall existing methods have been developed into two categories such as

auto and transit separately, However, in order to simulate travelers' behaviors more precisely,
it is necessary to integrato the transfer behavior within the model. In the junctions with transfer,
somc researchers have developed mathematical models for taking into account transfer behavior
on the road networks. Sheffi(1985) has proposed a combined model in which the network
includes both auto and transit mode. The solution includcs the flow of transit patrons between
each origin-destination pair in addition to the vehicle flow pattern over the network. At
equilibrium, the transit and auto flows and the travel times between each origin-destination pair
satisfy the equilibrium condition proposed by Wardrop (1952). The equilibrium condition is that
for each origin-destination pair, the travel timcs on both the transit and road network should be
equal if both are used. This model is referred to as the equivalent mathcmatical combined mode
split/ traffic assignment model. To solve the combined model. we assume that some of the
origin-destination pairs in the nctwork are connected by transit, which are cnable to accommodate
the florvs converting from auto to transit, or vicc versa. In the model mode choice bchavior
should be also included. So as to take into account the mode choice betwecn transit and auto,
mode split functions have been adopted. One of the most widely used mode choice functions iS

the logit formula. Before Ioading the tlow on the road network, the proportion of mode choice is
determined by the choice model.

I{owever, this kind of combined rnodel has a critical limitation to describe the real world. It
cannot consider the transfer behavior betrveen transportation modes on the way of traveling. ln
real u,orld, there are many transfer stations on the transportation network and passengers may
need one or more transfers to complete their journey from auto to transit or vise versa.
Therefore, to simulate the transportation network more precisely, a special attention should be
given to the transfer behavior of passenger and should be also included in the model. Until
now on, the transfer behavior has not been explicitly modeled, though some proxies might be

occasionally used.

In this respect, we suggest a multiple mode transportation method, in which several
transportation modes are integrated into a model. This model can consider explicitly the
transfer behavior between auto and transit. ln practice, multi-mode transportation networks
should be regarded as a single integrated system, not in separate. For instance, when a system
manager applies new management scheme to transportation system, he(or she) should do il in
systematic environments for more exact evaluation. ln some respecls, the integrated model is
significantly differcnt from the combined model. Namely, the first is that the former describes
thc transfer behavior expticitty within the model; the second is that it can also depict mode
choice behavior without standard formula such as logit mode choice function. According to
travel cost, the split of each mode is determined endogcnously within the model. Note that the
rnodel is based on person trip, not vehicle trip.

In this paper, we present new approaches to evaluate transportation management schemes with
the integrated model. We define a new assessment measure; system elficiency (SE), which is
defined the difference between total travel costs of user equilibrium state and of system
optimal state. Thus, if user equilibrium traffic flow pattern is similar to system optimal traffic
flow pattern, system is utitized efficiently and SE is high. With this definition, total travel cost
of system optimal state is regarded as lower bound of system's total travel cost or ideal system
states, but user equilibrium state represents realistic situation of transportation network. Three
traffic management schemes are evaluated for improving transportation network efficiency in
different ways; L) increasing road capacity, 2) levying congestion toll, 3) increasing running
speed of transit system.

This paper has been organized as follows. An integrated modcl developed in this papet is
presented in the next section. And the formulation and its solution algorithrn of this model are
dcscribed in section 3. Some numerical experiences by this model are discussed in section 4
and finally conclusions are presented in section 5.
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2. AN INTEGRATED MODEL CONSIDERING TRANSFER BEIIAVIOR

In order to integrate auto with transit mode on the same network, this paper assumes that each
link of the network describe the transportation mode respectively. This assumption implies that
each transportation mode is classified by link type. Detailed explanations will be given later.
Anyway, this assumption leads to calculate mode splits between auto and transit without
explicit mode choice model. Next subsections discuss the travel cost functions of auto and
transit mode. Shortest path algorithm of the multi-modal network is also provided.

2.1 Travel cost functions

Firstly, main notations in this paper are defined as follows.

y,,,,,,, : Trarsit passenger on link p ornnected with origin node (puson/hour)

Vr,., : Transit parsenger passing ttre upstream node of link p (person/hour)

V,.,",, : Trarsit pa-ssenger on link p, trarsfened from different trarqportation mode before linli p
(person/hour)

V, : Transit passenger florv on link p (persodtr)

(=Voon,16 o*,,0 +V, r,p6 *,p *Vrun,rb uu,,r)
Where, 6.r,,,,r,6,h,, r,6,,o,, o & irridence matrix respectively;
take a value of 1 iftransit passengers belong o the cases
otherwise0

V,,;,,, : Transit pssenger waiting before link p for boarding

(=V'^''o +V"oo', )
ro : Travel cost of link p (time unit)

/r,6 : Frce flow Iinknavel costof linkp
tinu"h,p : ln-vehicle tavel time of linkp t=I*ngth of link p / Transit average speed]
/,,r,, : Passenger waiting time at the uptream node of link p before boarding

t,.o, ,, : Trarsfer penalties, willing tc pay for b@rding a mode of link p

Ko : Capacity of linkp

/n : Frcquencyof tamitrunningon linkp
lr, : Average lreadway of tramit line running on link p e U f n )

2,1.1 Link travel cost for road network
Several link travel times have been proposed for auto on the road. On of the most widely used
formula is BPR (Bureau of Public Road, 1964) cost function. We also use this lunction. Since
traffic flows are loaded based on person trip in this paper, it is required to convert person trip
into vehicle trip. The value of L.4 is used as a convcrting parameter from persons to a vehicle.

2.1.2 Ctpacity-constrained link travel cost for metro transit
One of the main limitations in transit model is that they do not consider congestion effects
over the transit system. The assumption is madc that all transit lines have unlimited capacity to
accommodate any arnount of demand. This assumption, however, is unrealistic when the
model is used to study transit networks operating with high mngestion levels due to
insufficient capacity of the serviccs. In this paper we assume that the transit system has a
limited capacity and thercfore, as passengers increase, travel times also increase. Then, as
some routes become congested, passengers will consider using alternative routes. This is
similar to the assumption for modeling congested road network. Usually congestion on transit
networks is concentrated at transit stops. Therefore, passengers experience waiting times that
depend on the total capacity of the lines considercd and on the total number of passengers
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using those lines. In this respect, Cea and Fernandez (1993) proposed a cost tunction for transit
mode as follows;

tp-tu*a,p*(*)* B*q1v*i'''-+vn"') (1)
Ip 6,

Where l, is the travel cost of link p and t,,*,ois the in-vehicle travel cost of link p. /o is the

headway on link p (sec/vehicle) and o and p are calibration parameters. V*o,,,ris the waiting

passengers of linkp before they board the train arrdV,o,,, is the passengers on board of link p.

K, is the capacity of link p. The value of o depends on the distribution which is assumed for
metros interval times (headway) and'passenger arrival times. The normally used value is cr

=0.5, corresponds to a uniform random variable for passenger arrivals with fixed headways.
The third term on the right of equation (1) takes explicitly into account the effect of congestion

on waiting times and the forrn of function ( <Ir, ) should be such that t, is strictly monotone in

volumes (V). One of the possiblq forms is the power formula used in BPR functions;
v + V,n,.p 

1,o"(Y): (Yt- t Q)" K,
In practice, when congestion exists a fraction of the transit line will be full. In that case there is
another delay as well as waiting time. The delay occurred from the fact that if a vehicle
arriving is full, passengers cannot board and should wait following one. So as to represent this
phenomena Cea et.al. (1993) introduced the concept of effective frequency. However, in this
paper we simply use the ratio of occupancy of vehicle to represent this phenomena. The ratio

of occupancy (<Do ) depends on the capacity and the number of passengers passing lhe stop as

follows.
V,

a " =-::!- (3),, K,
As a consequence, the in-vehicle travel time and waiting time of link p will be used in this
paper and are calculated respectively as follows;

tn*tp= Irngth of link p / Transit average speed (4)

.0,. O V lV,a,,p,n
tnoi,,p= (;).[1+(l)l+ po1 *''P; *"')' (5)., 

IP \ K'
Where cr ,9 , y and n are parameters, which should be calibrated through survey data. But in
this paper we assume that cr =0.5, F =0.05, ^( =2 and n =2 respectively. Compared with the

link travel cost, Equation (4) and equation (5) are similar to those of Cca et.al. (1993 and
1996). From the first term of right hand side in equation (5) we find that if congestion does not

exit, <D, =0, then the waiting times depends only on the frequency, but as congestion increases

passenger waiting times at stops will increase linearly.

2.L.3 Transfer cost
Transfer cost, t,,oo,p is incurred by transfer passenger from one mode to another. ln this paper

we take into account thc cost cxplicitly, thus passengers who want to change their mode on the
way of traveling have to pay extn cost. Parking fee around transit station, for instance, is a
transfer cost. In practice transfer behaviors of passengerc occur from auto to transit mode and
vice versa, but most of transfer passengers are those who change thcir mode from auto to
transit. Thus we assume that transfer only occurs from auto to transit and those transfer
passengers are willing to pay a fixed additional cost.

2.1.4 Relations between auto and transit cost
With the costs derived above, the total link travel cost of link p is calculated as follows;

t p = tnuir,p + tin ot ,p + tr,on,p
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Where if link p is auto
then,
waiting time is t,o,,,, = 0

in-vehicle time isri,*r,p = t r,o. (I+a,,,,,. {\)'*.)
transrer time is /,,o",o = j'; iTlil',fffi "J:f"X,li'f [ ,,,uo

where parameters are set cr.unro = 0.15 and 9uu,u= 4 respectively.

Otherwise, if link p is transit(metro)
waltrflg tlme rs

- tTrrontr; O V +V '

t nu..,, =\---;-/'[l + (---r ;1 r 000,,,,' ( 
kil'r',, 

-'nt\t \':ilaut ' fo ' 'Y '' Kn
in-vehicle time is 1,,or.,, = trngth of link p / Transit avcrage speed

rransrer time is r,,_,, 

=ri1ff"TrT;f;illl,,Hr;,,, ",,"= C,, previous link before link p is transit
Where, C,, C,areconstanttransfercostfromautototransit,transittotransitrespectively.

2.2 Shortest path searching method for multi-mode network
The multi-mode integrated network should consider the cost of transfer among travel modes,
for instance, auto to public transit. In general, finding shortest path for public transit is more
difficult than that of auto on the surface road network. The reason is that a link of public
network has several transit lines and transfers between transportation modes. This property
makes much hard to find the fastest path on the public network. In special, transfer behavior
leads the conventional algorithms further dilficult in finding optimal path because Bellman's '

Principle of Optimality' does not hold. Regarding this problem, more detailed descriptions are
found in Kim and Lim (1999). Several approaches have been proposed for solving the problem.
Among all methods currently available, the widely used method is network expansion, adding
extra nodes and extra links to original network and modifies the network to easily implement
conventional shortest path algorithm. Additional links represent the transfer between modes.
Such kinds of techniques are found in Modesti et al. (1998) and l,am et al.(1999). The
principal advantage of this. method is that it can describe the mode change behavior perfectly.
The method, however, has limitation of expanding network as the size of network increases.
Recently Kim and Lim(1999) proposed a global searching mcthod for finding shortest path
with genetic algorithm. The method has a merit of no network expansion, but also has the
disadvantage of computing time.

To overcome the limitations above-mentioned, in this paper we developed a Link-based
Shortest Path Algorithm(LsPA) under integratcd network. ISPA does not require the network
expansion, thus enable to save the time of network modification and of computer running. Thc
algorithm builds the shortest path based on the link-end cost instead of node cost and
constructs path between origin and destination by link connection. The concept of link-based
searching method was originated from Potts & Oliver(1972) in order to consider turn
prohibitions. They, however, did not expand the idea into integrated network that has transfer
between modes, which is principal issue in this paper.

I-et a network consist of a set of nodes and a set of links connecting the nodes. The nodes are
also referred to as vertices or points. The links are also called arcs, edges, and branch. A
network can be rcpresented by the notation G=(N,A) , where N is the set of nodes and A the
set of links of the network G . Let LC(ij) be the nonncgative link cost required to travel from
node i to node j and LEC(o,i) bc ttre link end cost, or minimum path cost from origin to node i through
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link(o,i) which refcr to the directed link leading from node o !o rpde i. MCC[ink(o,i),link(ij)] is tlre
mo& change cost which implies tlre lransfer cost at node i between modes from link(o,i) to link(i j) as
shown in Figure 3. I-et MT[ink(ij)] be mode type of the link(ij). MCC[ink(o,i),link(ij)] is
equal to zerc if the mode of link(o,i), MT[ink(o,i)] , and the mode of link(ij). MT[ink(i,j)]
are the same, otherwise MCC[ink(o,i),link(ij)] has a positive tramfer cost. With thesc
notations we can define the link-based shortest path optimality condition for integratcd
transpofiation network which has a transfer between modes as follows.

LEC(o,i)+MCCI i nk(o,i).lint<(i j)]+t-C(i j)< t.EC(i j), FOR ALL o,ij € N (7)

Mode Types
MT=1 . ...r
MT=2 +

Figure 1. Basic.concept of t,SPA and Modc change(transfer)

The optimality condition in equation (7) has a unique solution, because we can easily take ove,r
thc optimality theorem already proved for node-based cases by simply replacing iink costs
with the sum of link costs and transler costs, MCC. The optimality theorem for node-based
searching method is explained fully in Potts & Olive(1972). In that paper, instead of
preceding nodcs in conventional shortest path algorithms, prcceding links are used to
memorize the track of shortest path. The preceding link from node i to node j . PI-(i,j). of
Figure 1 is defined as

Pl-(ij)=link(o,i) (S)

i.e. PI-(i,j) is the link immediately before link(ij) on the shortest path. Based on the equation
(7) and (8), the steps oflink-based shortest path algorithm are listed in Um et al. (2001).

3. INIEGRATED MODEL AND I'T'S SOLUTION ALGORITII.M

This paper analyzes the equilibrium problem over the multi-modes network. A feasible flow
set will be called an equilibrium solution if it satislies the conditions proposed by
Wardrop(1952) over the network. However, sincc two transportation modes are dependent of
each other in the paper, the link travel cost is asymmetric. Thus a mathematical equivalent
progran is not existed. Therefore we have formulated it as a variational incquality problern as
follows. These kinds of formulationi are proposed by several researchers(Cra et al.;l993 and
1996,\.ee S. et al.;l996).

G(v)a4v;)' . (v) -vn7=o

Where t(V)is a vector, { ti,u"r",p,tnu;,,r,toon,r) 
^nd 

V, ={ Vo*,,0,V,h,,t,,Vto,,r,}. Y, is link
flow vector at equilibrium state. With the gap function G(\) of equation (9), Hearn(1982) has
proved that if the value of G(V) be identical to zero, Wardrop's equilibriurn is obtained. A
solution algorithm is developed to solve the variation inequality problem as follows. The
algorithm leads the gap value to zero as solution procedures execute.

[STEP 1 ] Initialization
Set initial feasible solution and Vf ={ V!,,,,,,,,,V,11,,.n,V1)*.).
n=l

lsrEP 2l
2.1 Searching minimum path with LSPA based on t0, = t ,(V!)
2.2Perform All-or-Nothing assignment along with minimum path and yields Vf

(e)
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[STEP 3] Cost update

Updating link cost t| = t nV|)
Where, ti = {t\*r,n,t:u;,,p,t!,on,rl

[STEP 4 ] Direction Finding

4.1 Minimum path searching based on ri
4.2 Perform Allor-Nothing assigpn;nt and

yields a set of alxiliary flows yi ={ !i,n,o,li,,n,!l,oo.rl.
[STEP 5] Determination of moving size

Calculating o,that solves Gap function min" G(( +a,,(yi -V i))
[STEP 6] Updating link flow

Set Vi"' =Vi +a^(yi -Vi)
[STEP 7] Convergence test

fi V;n e Vf , stop and V)"' is equilibrium solution.
otherwise sct n=n+1 and go to [step 3]

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Three numerical examples are given to test the model developed in this paper. The iirst
example shows the convergence and some properties of the model. The second and third
examples explain the applications of this model to traffic management fields in real world.

4.1. Example I

The first numerical example is presented to assess the developed integrated model and to
compare it with the combined model. The example network is shown in Figure 2, including
one origin-destination pair from node L to node 3 and four links. Each link represents for its
transportation mode as shown in the figure. A combined model proposed by Sheffi(1985) is
compared with the integrated model. The transoortation modes in figure 2 and network data
such as free flow speed, capacity and headway of transit are given in Table 1-. Assume that
origin-destination demand is 20,000 passengers per hour and the ratio ofvehicle occupancy is
1-4 passengers pcr car, which reprcsent the crnverting factor between the number of auto and
thc number of transit passengers. Transfer penalty is also assumed 30 seconds from auto to
transit.

Auto

Transit

Figure 2. First examplc network

Table 1. Network data for example L
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Converyence of tfundcl

The first example is presented to illustrate the convergence of Wardropean equilibrium and the
quantitative properties.of the difference between integrated model and combined model. It is
proven that if the value <lf gap function in variational inequality gets to zero, the solution
algorithm reaches equilibrium(Hearn, 1982). Figure 2 explains that the integrated model has
been converged to equilibrium. ,rfter several fluctuations at earlier iteration numbers, the
value of gap function is settled down to be zero, which represents equilibrium. Another
explicit proof that the model converged to Wardrop equilibrium is shown in table 2. Table 2
shows the results of the tfuce path costs considered in the paper from node 1 to node 3. Note
that it is not possible to transfer from'transit to auto in the paper. The three paths are as
follows; thc first path takes auto first and keeps the modc to given destination, the second takes
metro and also keep its mode. On the other hand, the last one takes auto first, but transfers its
mode at node 2 and arrives to destination by transit. As shown in the tablc, the cost of first
path consists of in-vehicle travel time on link 1 and in-vehicle travel time on link 3. In the
second path the cost is composed of waiting timr beforc boarding, in-vehicle travel time on
link 2 and in-vehicle travel time on link 4. The last path has additional cost, transfer penalty, as
well as in-vehicle travel times of each mode, The laSt column of the table 2 shows the cost of
three paths and hereby we find that the figures of the path costs are very similar for each other.
The results imply that thc modcl converges to Wardrop equilibrium state of which all paths
between any O-D pair have equal and minimum costs. This results also explain that the modet
consider explicit transfer behavior of passengers. With the results in figure2 and in table 2, it
is shown that the integrated model and its solution algorithm converge to Wardrop equilibrium
stably.

Figure 3. Evolution of the value of gap function

Table 2. Comparison ofpath costs for three alternative paths from node I to node 3

paths used modes used links path cost path ox(sec)

I auto link I + link3 tinuet) t ta,en,l 2210.0

2 truNit link2+link4 t noir,l. * t inoh,z * t rnueh,4 22t0.7

J
auto +
transit

linkl +link4 tinn"h,t + ttror,4 * t*it,q * tin 
"h,,

2210.2

Comparison of the models

Front now we will compare the model with the combined model of Sheffi(1985). Table 3
shtlws the mode splits clf the transportation modes and compares the integrated model with the
combined model. In the integrated model auto takes 23.2AVo in total trips at departure, but after
traveling it takes only 1,0.25Vo at arrival. The rest of the passengers arrived at destination were
transferred into transit at transfer node, thus the mode split of transit increases from 76,8OVo at
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departure lo 89.75o/o at arrival.
On the other hand, in the combined model auto and transit have constant mode splits for each

other and no transfer is occuned. The reason comes from the fact that the combincd model
computes thc rnode splits before starting trip, which is a basic assumption of the model.
Hereby each mode keeps its fixed mode split through traveling from origin to destination,
which is, however, unrealistic in real world.

Table 4 shows the changes of mode split for auto with varying demands from 5,000
passengers/hour to 30,000 passengers/hour incrementally. In the integrated model, as we
expected, the mode split of auto at the time of departure is different from the one at arrival
because of transfers on the way of traveling. While the combined model has the samc values of
mode split for each demand patterns. From the figures in the table, compared with the
integrated model, we find that the combined model produces the same value between the split
value of dcparture and of arrival, thus at departure the combined model is likely to
underestimate the spiit of auto. This implies that the mode split values of auto from the
combined model are close to the values from the integrated model at arrival. The phenomenon
is getting stronger as the travel demands are increased. Table 4 also depicts that in the
integrated model as the travel demand increases the mode split of auto decrease, since traffic
congestion on the road network occurs. Decreasing the split of auto also decreases the
proportion of transfer as shown in the table, but the split of transit increases instead. However,
the auto split of combined model keeps a fixed value irrespective of increasing demands.
Comparing the performance of the model and algorithm proposed in this paper with the
combined model, we may conclude that the integrated model enables to describe the behavior
of passenger more preciously than the combined model.

Table 3. Comparison of modal splits befween integra&d rnrdel and combined model

mtxle splitat
depamu(7o)

modo split at
amval(Vo)

proportion of transfe(%)
fiom auto lo transit

lntegrated nndel
auto B.n 10.?5

72.95
transit 76.n 89.75

C-ombined
model(Shef6)

auto 12.03 72.03
0

transit 8't.97 87.9'7

Table 4. Changes of the auto split with varying OD demands

node 1 to mxlc 3

5,0m 10.fni0 15,000 20,{m 5,m0 3o,ffr:)

auto
spLi(%)

Integraed
model

at deparmre (A) 945 6.9 31.1 23.2 18.5 l-53
-6;;i-at arrival(ts) 402 20.2 13.6 10.3 83

proponion of
transfer (A-B)

543 26.7 17.5 72.9 10.2 rl.4

Combined
model

at departure(A) 48. I 24.0 16.1 t2.0 9.6 9.0^dn-.'-
at arrival(ts) 48.1 24.0 16.1 12.0 9.6

prqnrtitrn of
transfer
(A-B)

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4.2. Example 2

The second example is presented to explain the applicability of the integrated model to real
world. We expect that the model is also available to assess some traffic management.sphemes.
which are widely used to alleviate traffic congestion on urban road network. So far it is not
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easy to assess the effects of such schemes precisely because adequate evaluation tools are not
affordable. In this paper with the integrated model we assess three management schemes. The
example network is the same in figure 2 of example 1- Here are four management scenarios as
follows.

Do-nothing : no management schemes performs
Expanding road capacity : increasing capacities of link 1 and link 3 by 30vo for auto
Levying congestion toll : congestion toll(additional 30Vo of link cost) is levied on link 3
Increasing transit speed: speedup transitvelocity by 30Vo

Table 5 shows the results of each management scenarios. From the table we find that the
figures a:re very reasonable. Compared with do-nothing scenario, road expansion increases the
usage of auto while transit in decrease. This impties that highway capicity expansion may
make a shift of transportation mode from transit to auto by some iommuters. lrrthis respeci,

[ighwal capacity increases tend to result in unforeseen consequences of transportation sysiem.
One of them is known as the Downs-Thomson paradox ihat hypothesizls that iriltrway
capacity improvements may actually increasc overall congestion and travel times in variahll
travel demand environment. But the paradox does not exist in this paper. On the other hand,,
levyiag congestion toll leads to decrease the split of auto at departur-e and also leads to further
traosfer to transit,. as expcctcd. Most of passengers shift their modes before congestion toll link
and access their destinations by transit. Among the scenarios, increasing transit speed is most
beneficial scheme for passengers as shown in the table. It encourages pissengers [o use transit
and to save the travel time. Although the test network is very simple, from the results of the
table we may conclude that the integrated model could be used for assessing the traffic
management schemes.

Tablc 5. Numerical results for management schemes

anagemcnt
mode split(%)

at dcparture at arival
rogrrtion of
tansfer{Vo)

total travcl timc
(passcnger-hour)

Do-nothing
auto 23.20 10.25

transit 76.80 89.75
12.95 17,191

IJxpanding road
capacity

auto 30.99 13-30

transit 69.01 86.70
17.69 17,187

l*vying congestion
toll

auto 22.89 8.tt4

transit 77-11, 91.16
I4.05 17,198

Increasing transil
speed

auto 19.07 8.55

transit 80.93 91.45
10.52 13.167

4.3. Example 3

l'he third example is presented to test the effrciency of transportation management schemes as
siown in figure 4. This network includes 10 nodes and 19 links, of whiah 15 links(dashed
lines) represent for road network and 4 links (dotted lines) represent for transit networt. Each
node such as 1, 3,5, 8, 10 is a transit station, where passengers are able to transfer from auto to
transit through a given transfer cost. The input data for network is shown in table 6. In this
table, it is postulated that the average headway ofsubway, h, is 180 seconds, the average speed
ofsubwayis34km/h,astheparametersof costfunction,t*",,,r,thevalueof o r,on.;,.F r,,n.i,t1 is
2,0-2, l-5 and the value of o auro , I 

"o,o 
is 0.15, 4 respectively. And it is postulated that the

transfer cost from auto to transit is 60 seconds and it is impossible to transfer from transit to
auto. The network between origin and destination pairs is presented as shown in table 6.
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- - --- -----+ : Transit Link

Figure 4. Representation of sample network

Table 6. Change of system performance by increasing road capacity

Case I ( expanding road capaciE)
In this case we will show how the system loss cost and the system efficiency '*'ould be

changed by increasing the road capacity. The roads with expanding capacities are the set of
link number {1,2,4, 5,9, 14}, which is connected from origin node 1 or 2 to desiination node
10 each other and overlapped with transit line. The capacity of this road is supposed to expand
from 2,800 vehicles/h to 5,600 vehicles& by increasing 4C0 vehicles/h respectively, as shown
in table 8.
Table 8 shows that as the road capacity expands, the system loss cost and the system efficiency
decrease. This result would be come from the fact that the decreasing rate of gross system
optimum (SO) state override the decreasing rate o[ gross user equilibrium (UE) state. In UE
state the capacity of this road increase twice, but the total travel time decrease at the rate of
0.96a/o. This means that the users' travcl condition is not improved by the expanded capacity of
roads.
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Capaciry (Veh,4r)

Total Travel Time (UE)

lbtal Travel Time (SO)

System Ioss Cost

stem Efficiency (%)

aco 3200 3600 4000 {4m a800 smc s&0

--{- t_: o " .- - ,2-8 NeDcle/hour)

5600

JJ+J T

28114

s3l7
tt4.I 0

Figure .5. Change of modc split at ardval by O/D pair Figure 6. Change of transit passengers by system str1c

Expanding.road capacity, however, iafluences very differently on mode split, especially on
auto use. As shown in figure 5, when the origin-destination traffic volume is fixed, the mode
split of auto.increases twice from 33.88Vo to 68.8080 on the path from node 1 to node 10 in
user equilibrium state. On the other hand, in case of the path from node 2 to node 8 the mode
split of .auto.increases_.slightly from 44.03% to 47.6380, This is because the decreasing rate of
travel time in expanding road is relevantly low. Figure 6 shows that the number oT Eansit
passengers.decreales asthe road capacity increases. While the travel time from originnode 1
to destination node 10 decreases from 4,335 seconds to 4,328 seconds, the travel-time from
node 2 to node 8 decreases slightly from 3,057 seconds to 3,049 seconds and also the travel
time from node 6 to node 10 decreases ftom 2,2L6 seconds to 2,165 seconds. The weighted
average travel speed on road network increases from 48.49 km/h to 53.70 km/h.
Asshown above, the. policy' to mitigate road cougestion by means of expanding road capacity

would-not h-ave significant effect.s on system efficiency. But expanding road cap-acity woirta UL
needed for future travel demand in the long run perspective. These results would be tome from
the fact that the transit passengers might transfer to autos owing to the increasing speed on
road network. And this policy would bring about diminishing the revcnue in publi-c tiansport
such as transit.

Case 2 ( levying congesti.on toll)
In this case !!e main puryose is to test the impacts on the transportation system 'n,hen the
congcstion toll is levied on a part of the links in road network. It is postulated that congestion
toll is levied from 0 to 1400 Won on link 9, where has the heavy traffic in the tested network.
To take into account the increasing cost by levying congestion toll, the value of travel time is
postulated as 6,800 Wonih. The congestion toll increases with the total cost in the perspective
of the generalized cost, but it is cxcluded in computing the results such as travei speed. As
shown in table 9, thc more congestion toll increases, the more system cfficiency increases.
This rcsult was expected already in chapter 3. Table 9 shows that the total travel time increases
a little in both cases of user equilibrium and system optimum condition.

Table 8. Change ofsystem performance by increasing road capacity
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Table 9. Change of system performan@ by levying congestion toll

Congestion Toll (won) 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Total Travel Time (UE) 3315( 3375(: 3375( 3376i 3379( 3382i 33861 33861

'l'otal Travel Time (SO) 30955 310'71 3124{ 3143: 31474 3161i 318lt 31901

System I-oss Cost 280 268t 2511 )14( 'r7,14 1)1 z 2051 1960

System Efficiency (o/o) 91.7( 92.0t 92.51 93.1 93.1 93.4( 93.9t 94.21

Figure 7 shows the change in traffic volume of autos according to levying more congestion toll.
On the path from node 1 to node 10, the traffic volumes at start decrease from 6,775 person/h,
on both cases of those at start and at arrival in the case of lcvying no congestion toll to 6,507
persons/h at start and to 6,275 persons/h at arrival in the case of levying congestion toll 1,200
Won. Especially the transfer from auto to transit occurs more significantly by levying
congestion toll more than 1.,000 Won. On the path from origin node 2 to destination node 8 the
effect of decreasing travel demand occurs more sharply because the path from node 2 to node
8 is shorter than the path from node 1 to node 10 and the toll is levied on the link from node 5
to node 8 near to thi destination node 10. The travel demand of auto decreases from 4,403
persons/h on node 2lo 3,575 persons/h on node 8 at the diminishing rate of 1.8.8Vo.
In the perspective of transit passengers, figure 8 shows that at station 1 the transit passengers
increase slightly from 1,3,225 persons/h to 13,493 persons/h, but at station 3 the transit
passengers decrease a little from 5,1.57 personslh to 4,871, persons/h. On the other hand, at
station 5 the transit passengers increase more than 4 times from 439 persons/h to L,787
persons/h, owing to the more fast increase of transfer passengers from auto to transit. But at
the station 3 the transit passengers decrease owing to the more fast decrease of transfer
passengers, which is considered because the level of road congestion is reduced by levying
congestion toll on the road path from node 5 to node 8, and the level of transit congestion is
increased.

li
Figure 7. Changc of auto traffic volumes by OrD pair Figure 8. Change of transit passengers by station

In the perspective of the travel time from origin to destination, the total travel time from node
1 to node 10 is seldom changed and the total travel time from node2 to node 8 incrcases from
3,057 seconds to 3,148 seconds, but the total travel time from node 6 to node 10 decreases
from 2,216 seconds to 2,014 seconds. In case of the path from node 1 to node 10, the total
travel time rarely increases, because the length of this path is relatively longer than any other
path and therc are other alternative paths betrveen node 1 and node 10, which excludes the link
with levying congestion toll- On the other hand, the generalized travel cost increases on the
path from node 2 to node 8, because the length of this path is relatively shorter and there are
few alternative paths betrveen node 2 and node 8. On the path from node 6 to node 10 the

*'-n';=-o-no:r*/
E! 1 -10 Deparlure l1-i C Arrival E2-8 Arrival @Station 1 lStation 3

0Station 5
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travel time of auto decreases owing to the decrease of auto traffic volumes. The average travel
speed on road network is improved from 3'1 .64 km/h to 40.52 km/h.

Case 3 ( increasing transit speed)
In this case the change ofsystem performance is presented by increasing the travel speed from
34 km/h to 62 km/h at the rate of 4 km/h.

Table 10. Change of system performance by increasing transit speed

Operation Spced (km/t)

Total Travel Time (UE)

Total Travel Time (SO)

System l-oss Cost

System Efficiency (%)

Table 10 shows that both the total travel time and the system loss cost decreasc at the
diminishing rate. The total travel time decreases from 9.50/o to 5.ZVo, and the system Ioss cost
also decreases in the range from ZlVo to 36Vo by increasing the travel speed of transit at the
rate of 4km,tr. It is noticeable that the total travel time and the system loss cost in this case
decrease by means of increasing transit speed, while the total travel time increases by means of
levying congestion toll on a part of road network.
As shown in Figure 9, while the travel time from origin node 1 to destination node L0
decreases more sharply, the travel time between other origin-destination pairs decreases
relatively lower. Figure 10 shows that the auto traffic volumes at arrival decrease more largely
on the path frorn node 1 to node L0, but the auto traffic volumes on the path from node 2 to 8
seldom decrease. These results imply that the effect of decreasing travel time and that of
increasing transfer from auto to transit between linkable origin-destination node pairs by
means of improving subway system are large. But these also imply that the transfer rate
between travel modes and the decreasing rate of travel time would be relatively low in case of
the paths between origin and destination pairs using transit through transfer. It is also shown
that the transfer from auto to transit has little impacts on the path from node 2 to node 8
because the road congestion is mitigated owing to the diminishing auto traffic volumes.

34 38 42 16 50 54 s8 62

- +. - OD pair 1-10 - - O - 'OD pair 2-Q,.7"1

-FOD 
pair 6-10

I.igure 9. Change of travel rime by O/D pair Figure 10. Chang€ of auto traffic volumes at arrival

The average travel speed oD the Detwork increases from3l ,64 krnlh to 51.16 km/h, and the
transit passengers also increase from 18,821 persons/h to 2L,575 persons/h.

5. CONCLUSION
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Even though passengers' travel behaviors are influened by diverse factors, existing models
have not fully considered such impacts. One of them is transfer to minimize disutility. In this
papff an integrated network model considering explicit transfer behavior between
iransportation modes has been developed and also proposed a solution algorithm. A:ralytical
approach is used to obtain a Wardrop's equilibrium between auto and transit mode. To test the

efficiency of the solution algorithm, we compared it with the combined traffic assignment
model proposed by Sheffi(l985). From the test results, the integrated model was brought out
to be superior to others as we expected. Summaries of the resulls are followed.
Firstly, for each transportation mode it is possible to obtain the mode splits of origin and of
destination respectively and able to consider the transfer behaviors of passengers.
Secondly, from the experimental test results with an example netwotk, Case 3(lncreasing
transit speed) is the best scheme for improving transportation network. Case L(Expanding road
capacity) improves network condition (or reduces congestion) slightly, but leads to change the

mode choice pattern from transit to auto significantly. Case 2(t*vying congestion toll) also

improves thc system efficiency and the running speed of road netu'ork, but the generalized
cost of users in network increases slightly. On the other hand, Case 3) reduces thc generalized
cost(the summation of travel cost and monetary cost) and improves the network condition..
This result implies that case 3) is beneficial to road users and systcrn manager as well.
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